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Loki is a trickster shapeshifter god who plays one of the central roles in Norse mythology.

But perhaps nowadays, Loki’s name is best known from the blockbuster movie Avengers

where he is portrayed as a wicked antihero. And yet, the Loki Casino site doesn’t depict any

of the themes.

Loki Casino was established in 2016, by the creators who have extensive experience in the

gambling industry. At least it’s what they state on their casino website. A few other promises

catch attention as well: quick payments, varied and generous bonus policy, 24/7 customer

support, and multicurrency wallet.

The online gaming site offers a modern and simple design that ensures easy navigation.

Furthermore, by clicking on the icon on the right upper corner, you can change a theme

from light to dark and vice versa. The casino site is perfectly compatible with any mobile

device. Best of all – Loki Casino offers a mobile app!

Restricted Countries

Loki Casino is registered and established under the Curaçao Gaming License. The online

casino site provides a list of countries whose citizens are forbidden from betting with real

money. The list includes Curaçao, Dutch West Indies, France (and its overseas territories),

Israel, Lithuania, the Netherlands, the Russian Federation, Spain, Ukraine, the United

Kingdom, and the United States.



Online Casino Games Selection

To deliver a memorable gaming experience, Loki online casino offers a collection of more

than 1000 games. The number itself is not very mind-blowing, but the promise to deliver

new games (mainly video slots) and extend the partnership with more game developers

gives certainty.

At the moment, Loki Casino collaborates with game providers such as NetEnt, Pragmatic

Play, Yggdrasil, and Microgaming.

Slot machine game lovers can try their luck on classics like Bonanza slots, Dead or Alive

slots, Gonzo’s Quest slots, and Hot Spin slots. If you are keen on progressive jackpot slots,

Loki Casino offers Divine Fortune slots, King of Olympus slots, and Age of the Gods

jackpots.

Table game fans can enjoy different versions of Roulette, Blackjack, Dices, and Poker. Those

who seek extra excitement can try live casino games like Roulette, Blackjack, Dream

Catcher, Live Monopoly, and Lightning Roulette.

It’s worth mentioning that Loki Casino has a section named BTC Games, where you can play

games with Bitcoins.

Sign-up Bonus And Promotions

When it comes to welcome bonuses, Loki Casino stands out with a nice bonus pack of €300

and 100 free spins. To be eligible for the full welcome bonus offer, you need to carry out

three deposits:

● FIRST DEPOSIT: 100% up to €100 +100 free spins. Bonus code: LOKI100;



● SECOND DEPOSIT: 75% up to €100. Bonus code: LOKI75;

● THIRD DEPOSIT: 50% up to €100. Bonus code: LOKI50.

Beware of the wagering requirement of x40 for all three deposits.

The good news is that Loki Casino doesn’t stop with the welcome bonus package. They have

more offers up their sleeves:

● Happy birthday bonus;

● High roller bonus (50% up to €1000 on your first deposit with the extended limit of

the maximum bet while wagering);

● 50% deposit bonus every Friday (you can receive a 50% bonus up to 300 EUR and 60

free spin bonus).

What’s more, every payer earns Complimentary Points (CP) while playing different slot

machine games. CP points can be exchanged for real money.

Deposit And Withdrawal Methods

For money transactions, Loki Casino offers 13 the most popular payment methods, including

Visa, MasterCard, Skrill, Neteller, Neosurf, ecoPayz, etc.

One interesting thing, though, is a multicurrency wallet. An online gambling site supports 8

currencies, including the most popular cryptocurrency today – Bitcoin.

Loki Casino Customer Support

If you are in need of quick assistance, the Live Chat function is one click away! The live

support is available round the clock.

But here’s the kicker: multilingual support service. It means that support staff is ready to

answer your questions in English, German, and Russian.

The support is available through email and phone as well.

Responsible Gambling



When gambling online, it’s important to implement safety measures because things can

easily slip out of control. It’s a good thing that Loki Casino is interested in ensuring that their

customers do not experience gambling-related troubles.

Loki Casino understands that there are players who face problems with gambling or even

addiction. The online casino site is unable to restrict such users’ access to the games, but

they can offer a set of means that serve as a safety net for players who are in a risk group.

First, the casino site offers a few pieces of advice like:

● Set your gaming budget;

● Do not gamble with borrowed money;

● Determine your playing time;

● Take breaks during online gaming;

● Do not gamble under stress or depression.

To keep your online gambling activity healthy and to avoid negative consequences, Loki

Casino offers the following limits:

● Deposit limit;

● Loss limit;

● Wager limit;

● Session limit.

If you suspect that you have developed a problem gambling, you can try 15 questions that

could help to determine the level of your addiction.

And last but not least, if you think that online gambling is causing too many problems, you

can temporarily suspend your gaming account for the desired period. If the suspension

doesn’t help, you can block your account for good.

Conclusion

With many years of experience in the gambling business and knowledge of managing over

100 casinos and gambling clubs, the founders of Loki Casino have something to be proud of.

The online casino site doesn’t stand out as one of the grand casinos on the market, but their

potential shines in every department.



Here’s why: Loki Casino offers an extensive and generous bonus policy, a multicurrency

wallet (including Bitcoin), 24/7 multilingual support service, a proper approach to

responsible gambling, and a continually growing online casino games (especially slots online)

library.

✅ ❌

A small list of restricted countries

A modern and clean design

Multicurrency wallet (including Bitcoin)

Multilingual support service

A decent approach to responsible gambling

Offers a mobile application

Unreasonable wagering

requirement
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